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PA10
Country Roads as Firebreaks

One role of Government is the protection from harm of the people it serves.
Recent bushfire events show we can improve how we do that.

It should be Government Policy that:
Every  country  road outside the town boundary of cities, towns and villages
should be a firebreak whenever physically possible.

Supporting statement:
A first step in Bushfire Preparedness is to acknowledge that country roads make
ideal firebreaks.  Many are in road reserves that are two chains (60m) or more
wide (even ‘C’ class roads). To create effective firebreaks in these reserves
Victoria needs to work toward:

    removing all trees and bushes from within road reserves,
 removing obstacles such as rocks, potholes, stumps and other rubbish 

from the road reserve,
 encourage farming of land in the reserve either by grazing or cutting and

baling by adjacent land holders or third parties,
 mandate that all plantings of any description must not be closer than 2

metres inside a boundary fence,
    cease the mounding of soil on road reserves during their construction.

Responsibility for establishing and issuing permits to farm particular road
reserves should rest with the Responsible Authority (RA) for any particular road.
That would be VicRoads / Regional Roads Victoria or the local Council.

This policy prides a twofold benefit of Bushfire preparedness with Firebreaks that
allow access/escape as well as a Road Safety measure that eliminates much of
the costs and the very need for roadside barriers that are predicated on stopping
vehicles running into trees while providing clear lines of sight for drivers.

Roadside run-off is a proven and less costly safety measure than barriers while
being able to see the road ahead allows for safer driving conditions. 
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Importantly it is  cost  effective, requires no  extra expenditure or staffing  by
responsible authorities, just  direction, with benefits for landholders, motorists
and the community at large. It also works.

How it should work:
In all cases accountability and supervision should be local.

Each Responsible Authority (RA) should decide how and when it would license
people or organisations to maintain the roadsides under its control and report
the progress to the Parliament annually.

Preferably this would take place 1 month prior to the declared bushfire season.
This would allow competitive methodologies to emerge and be assessed while
informing local communities on the preparedness of their locality.

Suggested Implementation:
The RA could start with timber millers being requested to nominate those trees
of economic value and removing them in a set time frame. At the same time the
RA could  open competitive bids to remove debris, rocks etc. and ensuring the
land was cleared ready for cropping or grazing. The bids would favour local
entities. After clearance the RA would licence Land usage or maintenance bi-
annually with renewals dependent on performance

What about trees and the environment?
Victoria, with 45 and indeed Australia, with 500 national parks has millions of
hectares committed to forests for both timber and flora and fauna reserves.  It
should be noted that road reserves are a man-made construction for the benefit
of the population as a whole and fauna and flora are not reliant on these artificial
corridors.

Similarly private individuals who are concerned that this basic community safety
measure might affect their ecological ideology are always at liberty to purchase
further lands and plant or stock them as they wish subject only to local planning
rules.


